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Master General Handbook (MGH2022) amendments effective April 30th, 2023 

1. Reinforcement Stations 

a. Station 203 – Moving Down Walk Around is a reinforcement station.  

2. Equipment 

a. Jump requirements are updated to match Working as follows: 

i. May be bar jump or panel jump. 

ii. Jumps must be constructed in a manner that provides stability and safety for all dogs. 

iii. Jump width is to be a minimum of 4 feet. 

iv. When using a bar jump, a single bar jump is preferable but not required. 

v. Jump bars and panels must be displaceable in both directions. 

vi. Cups must be made of plastic or rubber or may have displaceable cups. 

vii. In cases where the jump has a bar across the bottom which connects the two wings, 

the bar may not be metal.  

3. Virtual Trials 

a. Tunnels will not be used in virtual trials. 

4. Moving position stations #303,304,500,501,502,526,527,528 

a. A line will be placed beside the station sign as depicted below. 

b. Dogs should assume the requested position (sit, stand or down) with all paws behind the 

line.  

i. When a dog stops with their front paws over the line the team will incur a deduction 

at the discretion of the judge dependent on how far over the line the dog is when they 

stop. 

ii. When a dog stops with all 4 paws past the line the team will incur an NQ. 

iii. Note – For these stations, the rule which requires an exercise to be performed within 

two feet of the station sign does not apply. The location for performance is governed 

by the line at the station sign.  

 

5. INFO - The Team C stream titles are not yet available.  CARO will keep the community advised of 

any updates. 


